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Introduction
Tera Patrick is a stunning porn starlet and one of the rare breed who managed to cross-over into the
mainstream celebrity world as well. This is her official website and it includes 17 exclusive scenes along
with a lot of her best DVD work. The site has not updated with anything exclusive since July of 2007
but it is part of a large network of sites that do update often.

Adult Review
Recently Jenna Jameson announced her retirement from porn. Before Jenna there were greats like Jill Kelly and Nina Hartley
before that. Now the new queen of porn has definitely become Tera Patrick. Tera has won a slew of AVN Awards and is the
best selling DVD covergirl in the world today. Her beauty, her passion and her skills in the sack have combined to make her
an unstoppable force in the skin bin. Finally, she has launched her own official website and getting some of Tera for yourself
is now easier than ever!
  
  Tera Patrick is a website that features 17 exclusive scenes in High-def 720x480. These are custom porn movies that were
never released to the public before. More are added on a weekly basis and Tera has made the decision to do a lot less work on
other sites and on DVDs now that she has her own home on the net to work for instead.
  
  Along with the exclusive scenes, the Tera Patrick website also gives you access to 100s of hours of nonexclusive content as
well from movies Tera did in the past and all of Tera's gal pals of the porn industry. In total there is a huge assortment of
smut to keep you busy all month long as your dick looks forward to the next set of exclusive scenes to come alive!
  
  Pictorial fans will also be impressed by the gigantic archive of professional photo shoot images showing Tera Patrick in all
of her glory. Elaborate costumes, raw naked action shots, perfect lighting and a keen eye combine to make these some of the
best still frame porn photos you will ever find anywhere.
  
  There are all kinds of bonus content offered and access to a number of other official pornstar sites as well, but honestly...
signing up for Tera Patrick through The Tongue and getting her to be your personal sexual muse for under fifteen bucks a
month is a dream deal. She really is the star of the show and you never know when Tera will decide to hang-up her panties
and retire like the other starlets of the past, so the best way to keep her in your life forever is to start downloading her content
from her site now, while she is in the prime of her career.

Porn Summary
If you have never seen Tera Patrick before, take the Free Preview from The Tongue and see what all the excitement is about.
She really is one of the prettiest models ever to appear in porn movies, and you can be sure... she fucks as good as she looks!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The top porn star in the skin biz these days!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 80
Support: 90 Unique: 95    Taste: 98        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $14.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 17
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